
There are two sets of patterns.  A set for windows 65” to 72” wide and a set for windows 73”
to 77” wide.  Select your size group.. Some of the valance sizes will have more slack than
others.  Example :  The 72” and the 77” will be a flat fit.  As the sizes get smaller in each group,
there will be slightly more slack.  Alteration instructions are included to make the valance
section wider, and deeper.  You cannot take away or add additional sections.  You can alter
to fit other arch sizes, but we don’t recommend going smaller than 54” wide, because the flat
sections would have to be too small to be attractive.  Alterations could be considered difficult
for inexperienced people.  You can get a close idea how deep each section will hang by
looking at the depth of the pattern pieces below.  There is one jabot pattern, to be used for all
sizes (if desired).  It is made and attached separately.  It has no return.  There is a return on the
valance.  For installation 6 holdbacks are needed.  The valance will tie (or use an elastic
loop) to the holdbacks.

Fabric suggestions: Fabric should be at least moderately soft.  Reasonable bulk is not a major
problem.  Stripes and plaid work well, although they will hang at an angle on the jabots.
Lightweight fabrics should be interlined.  The jabots and horns will need a self or contrast
lining.  The valance sections can have a drapery lining.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on the fabric.

Upright cut            65” to 72” Windows
Center section        (one is needed) ...................... the pattern is........16” wide x 19” deep
Each side sections (two are needed) ................... the pattern is........16” wide x 24” deep
Each end section    (two are needed) .................. the pattern is........19” wide x 32” deep
Each horn (four are needed) .................. the pattern is........13” wide x 16” deep

Each Jabot              (one size fits both groups, two are needed).......32” wide x 28” deep

73” to 77” Windows
Center section        (one is needed) ...................... the pattern is........17” wide x 20” deep
Each side section   (two are needed) ................... the pattern is........17” wide x 25” deep
Each end section    (two are needed) .................. the pattern is........24” wide x 32” deep
Each horn (four are needed) .................. the pattern is........13” wide x 17” deep

Same amount of the lining will be needed.
Same amount of interlining (optional)

Trim (must be able to curve)
65” To 72” windows .............................................. 4 1/2 yards
73” To 77” windows .............................................. 4 5/8 yards
Each jabot ................................................................ 1 5/8 yards

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

9297Oxford Arched Valance
65” - 75" Wide
(Measuring straight across half circle at widest place.)

Yardage




